Press release

Cozy Cloud announces the general availability of its Personal Cloud solution, a new horizon for the Cloud
Cozy Cloud offers personal storage space in the Cloud, combined with applications and
connectors to help consumers to get the digital life back, while making it simpler and better.
Paris, January 25th, 2018 - Cozy Cloud announces today the availability to the general public of its Cozy
product, offered with a freemium approach. Cozy Cloud’s mission is ambitious: to enable everyone to get
more value of his personal data by getting it back.

Cozy Cloud’s ambition is to lead a new way for digital era:

1.
2.
3.

Cozy is the first digital personal home on the market. It offers on-line storage space which is
decentralized and secure, combined with connectors to retrieve personal data (photos, bank
statements, utility bills...) stored by third parties. This private storage space is accessible
from any device. On top of storage, users can rely on easy-to-use applications that help manage,
find and neatly store data automatically.
Cozy Cloud’s mission is about new digital ethics. While the big Internet platforms gather more and
more personal data, Cozy is for consumer a way to take back control with an open-source, self-hostable
solution that protects his data.
The non-digital organizations need a new paradigm before they end up “uberized”. The Cozy platform
offers to brick and mortar companies a new way to conduct business, out of reach from the large
Internet platforms, to have meaningful interactions with consumers. As the GDPR is approaching fast,
this enables businesses to reinvent customer relationship on a new base, by building innovating services
built with the privacy-by-design approach.
Cozy, a freemium approach. Using Cozy is free:
• Cozy space hosted by Cozy Cloud: free for ever.
• Self-hosted Cozy instance: Free
Optional fees to cover additional disk space:
• 50 GB: 2€99 per month
• 1000 GB: 9€99 per month

Cozy is available for all kinds of devices, from the cozy.io website website, but also on mobile devices through
the Apple AppStore and Google Play.
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